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Abstract
Belief propagation (BP) algorithm is a widely used message-passing method for inference in graphical models. BP on loop-free
graphs converges in linear time. But for graphs with loops, BP’s performance is uncertain, and the understanding of its solution
is limited. To gain a better understanding of BP in general graphs, we derive an interpretable belief propagation algorithm that
is motivated by minimization of a localized α-divergence. We term this algorithm as α belief propagation (α-BP). It turns out
that α-BP generalizes standard BP. In addition, this work studies the convergence properties of α-BP. We prove and offer the
convergence conditions for α-BP. Experimental simulations on random graphs validate our theoretical results. The application of
α-BP to practical problems is also demonstrated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bayesian inference provides a general mathematical framework for many learning tasks such as classification, denoising, object
detection, and signal detection. The wide applications include but not limited to imaging processing [34], multi-input-multi-output
(MIMO) signal detection in digital communication [2], [10], inference on structured lattice [5], machine learning [19], [14],
[33]. Generally speaking, a core problem to these applications is the inference on statistical properties of a (hidden) variable
x = (x1, . . . , xN ) that usually can not be observed. Specifically, practical interests usually include computing the most probable
state x given joint probability p(x), or marginal probability p(xc), where xc is subset of x. Naively searching for solutions of
these inference problems can be prohibitively expensive in computation.
Probabilistic graphical models defined as structured graphs provide a framework for modeling the complex statistic dependency
between random variables. Graphical models are only useful when combined with efficient algorithms. Belief propagation (BP)
is a fundamental message-passing algorithm used with graphical models. BP locally exchanges beliefs (statistical information)
between nodes [12], [1]. BP can solve inference problems in linear-time exactly when graphs are loop-free or tree-structured
[12]. However, many real-world signals are naturally modeled by graph representations with loops. Although BP is still a
practical method to do inference approximately (loopy BP) by running it as if there were no loop, its performance varies from
case to case and is not guaranteed in general. A direct workaround method to this problem is the general belief propagation
[31] or the junction tree algorithm [26], which try to cluster multiple nodes into super nodes to eliminate loops. The difficulty
then lies in the graph modification and inference within super nodes when graphs are dense.
Apart from the practical performance issues of BP in loopy graphs, the understanding of it is also limited. [31] shows that
BP in loopy graphs approaches to a stationary point of the Bethe free energy approximately. Based on this understanding,
variants of BP are derived to improve BP. For instance, fractional BP in [29] applies a correction coefficient to each factor;
generalized BP in [31] propagates belief between different regions of a graph; and damping BP in [24] updates beliefs by
combining old and new beliefs. Another track falls to the variational method framework, introduced by Opper and Winther [23]
and Minka [16], [17], namely expectation propagation (EP). In EP, a simpler factorized distribution defined in exponential
distribution family is used to approximate the original complex distribution, and an intuitive factor-wise refinement procedure is
used to find such an approximate distribution. The method intuitively minimizes a localized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence.
This is discussed further in [18] and shows unifying view of message passing algorithms. The following work, stochastic EP by
[13], explores EP’s variant method for applications to large dataset.
Due to the fundamental role of BP for probabilistic inference and related applications, research of seeking insight of BP
performance and study on its convergence have been constantly carried out. [28] presents the convergence condition of BP in
graphs containing a single loop. Work in [8] analyzes the Bethe free energy and offers sufficient conditions on uniqueness of
BP fixed point. Closely related to our work, [20] studies the sufficient conditions for BP convergence to a unique fixed point (as
shall be seen in our paper, our convergence analysis is on a message-passing method that generalizes BP). [21] proposes a BP
algorithm for high-dimensional discrete space and gives the convergence conditions of it. [11] shows that BP can converge to
global optima of Bethe energy when BP runs in Ising models that are ferromagnetic (neighboring nodes prefer to be aligned).
There are also works trying to give insight on variant methods of BP. Namely, [3], [15] studies the convergence condition
of Gaussian BP inference over distributed linear Gaussian models. [25] gives the convergence analysis of a reweighted BP
algorithm, and offers the necessary and sufficient condition for subclasses of homogeneous graphical models (with identical
potentials).
In this work, to gain better understanding of BP in general graphs, we take the path of variational methods to develop an
interpretable variant of BP, which we refer to as α-BP. The intuition of α-BP starts with a surrogate distribution q(x). q(x) is
assumed to be fully factorized and each factor of q(x) represents a message in the graphical model representation of a target
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Fig. 1. Graphic model illustration of p(x) in (5).
distribution p(x). We derive a message-passing rule that is induced by minimizing a localized α-divergence. The merits of
α-BP are as follows:
a. α-BP is derived intuitively as localized minimization of α-divergence between original distribution p and surrogate
distribution q.
b. α-BP generalizes the standard BP, since the message-passing rule of BP is a special case of α-BP.
c. α-BP can outperform BP significantly in full-connected graphs while still maintaining simplicity of BP for inference.
Apart from the algorithm itself, we give the convergence analysis of α-BP. Sufficient conditions that guarantee the convergence
of α-BP to a unique fixed point, are studied and obtained. It turns out that the derived convergence conditions of α-BP depend
on both the graph and also the value of α. This result suggests that proper choice of α can help to guarantee the convergence
of α-BP. In addition, performance improvement of α-BP over standard BP is demonstrated in a practical application.
II. PRELIMINARY
We provide some preliminaries in this section that are needed in this paper. α-divergence is introduced firstly and then a
Markov random field is explained.
A. Divergence Measures
α-divergence, introduced in [35], [18], is a typical way to measure how different two measures characterized by densities p
and q are. The definition of α-divergence is as follows,
Dα(p‖q) =
∫
x
αp(x) + (1− α)q(x)− p(x)αq(x)1−αdx
α(1− α) , (1)
where α is the parameter, p and q are not necessary to be normalized.
KL divergence as another way of characterizing difference of measures, is closely related with α-divergence. KL divergence
is defined as
KL(p‖q) =
∫
p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)
dx+
∫
q(x)− p(x)dx, (2)
where the
∫
q(x)− p(x)dx is a correction factor to accommodate possibly unnormalized p and q. The KL divergence can be
seen as a special case of α-divergence, by observing limα→1Dα(p‖q) = KL(p‖q) and limα→0Dα(p‖q) = KL(q‖p) (applying
L’Hoˆpital’s rule to (1)).
Regarding basic properties of divergence measures, both α-divergence and KL divergence are zero when p = q, and they are
non-negative. Denote KL-projection by
proj[p] = argmin
q∈F
KL(p‖q), (3)
where F is a family of distribution q. According to the stationary point equivalence Theorem in [18], proj[pαq1−α] and Dα(p‖q)
have same stationary points (gradient is zero). A heuristic scheme to find q∗ minimizing Dα(p‖q) starts with an initial q, and
repeatedly updates q via the projection on F
q(x)new = proj[p(x)αq(x)1−α]. (4)
This heuristic scheme is a fixed-point iteration. It does not guarantee to converge.
B. Graphic Models
A graphical model is a probabilistic model that uses a graph to illustrate the statistical dependence between random variables.
An undirected graphical model, known as Markov random field (MRF), defines a family of joint probability distributions over
random vector x := (x1, x2, · · · , xN ), where each xi takes values in a discrete finite set A. Let us denote the undirected graph
of a MRF by G := (V, E). V := [1 : N ] is the node set associated with the index set of entries of x. The graph contains
undirected edges E ⊂ V × V , where a pair of (s, t) ∈ E if and only if nodes v and u are connected by an edge. In addition to
the undirected edge set, let us also define the directed edge set of G by ~E . We have |~E| = 2|E|, where | · | denotes the carnality.
The joint distribution of x can be formulated into a pairwise factorization form as
p(x) ∝
∏
s∈V
ϕs(xs)
∏
(s,t)∈E
ϕst(xs, xt), (5)
where ϕs : A → (0,∞) and ϕst : A×A → (0,∞) are factor potentials. Relation ∝ in (5) indicates that a normalized factor is
needed to turn the right-hand side into a distribution.
The factor graph representation of (5) is shown in Figure 1. In the figure, N (s) is the set of variable nodes neighboring xs
via pairwise factors, i.e. N (s) = {t|(t, s) ∈ E}, and \ denotes exclusion.
III. α BELIEF PROPAGATION ALGORITHM
In this section, we detail the development of the α-BP algorithm. We start with defining a surrogate distribution and then use
the surrogate distribution to approximate a given distribution. The message passing rule of α-BP is derived by solving the
distribution approximation problem.
A. Algorithm Development
We begin with defining a distribution
q(x) ∝
∏
s∈V
ϕ˜s(xs)
∏
(s,t)∈E
ϕ˜st(xs, xt), (6)
that is similarly factorized as the joint distribution p(x). The distribution q(x) acts as a surrogate distribution of p(x). The
surrogate distribution would be used to estimate inference problems of p(x). We further choose q(x) such that it can be fully
factorized, which means that ϕ˜s,t(xs, xt) can be factorized into product of two independent functions of xs, xt respectively.
We denote this factorization as
ϕ˜s,t(xs, xt) := mst(xt)mts(xs). (7)
We use the notation mts(xs) to denote the factor as a function of xs. mts : A → (0,∞), serves as the message along
directed edge (t→ s) in our algorithm. Similarly we have factor or message mst(xt). Then the marginal can be formulated
straightforwardly as
qs(xs) ∝ ϕ˜s(xs)
∏
w∈N (s)
mws(xs). (8)
Now, we are going to use the heuristic scheme as in (4) to minimize the information loss by using a fully factorized q(x) to
represent p(x). The information loss is measured by α-divergence Dα(p(x)‖q(x)).
We perform a factor-wise refinement procedure to update the factors of q(x) such that q(x) approximates p(x). This approach
is similar to the factor-wise refinement procedure of assumed density filtering[6], [22] and expectation propagation [18], [16].
Without loss of generality, we begin to refine the factor ϕ˜ts(xt, xs) via α-divergence characterized by α-parameter assigned
with αts. Define q\(t,s)(x) as the product of all other factors excluding ϕ˜ts(xt, xs)
q\(t,s)(x) = q(x)/ϕ˜ts(xt, xs) ∝
∏
s∈V
ϕ˜s(xs)
∏
(v,u)∈E\(t,s)
ϕ˜vu(xv, xu). (9)
We also exclude the factor ϕts(xt, xs) in p(x) to obtain p\(t,s)(x). Instead of updating ϕ˜ts(xt, xs) directly by solving
argmin
ϕ˜newts (xt,xs)
Dαts
(
p\(t,s)(x)ϕts(xt, xs)‖q\(t,s)(x)ϕ˜newts (xt, xs)
)
, (10)
we consider the following tractable problem
argmin
ϕ˜newts (xt,xs)
Dαts
(
q\(t,s)(x)ϕts(xt, xs)‖q\(t,s)(x)ϕ˜newts (xt, xs)
)
, (11)
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Fig. 2. Modified graphical model with prior factor.
which searches for new factor ϕ˜newts (xt, xs) such q can approximate p better. In (11), Dαts(·) denotes the α-divergence with
the correcponding parameter αts. Note that the approximation (11) is accurate when q\(t,s)(x) is equal to p\(t,s)(x). Using
fixed-point update in (4), the problem in (11) is equivalent to
q\(t,s)(x)ϕ˜newts (xt, xs) ∝ proj
[
q\(t,s)(x)ϕts(xt, xs)αts ϕ˜ts(xt, xs)1−αts
]
. (12)
Without loss of generality, we update mts and define
ϕ˜newts (xt, xs) = m
new
ts (xs)mst(xt). (13)
Since KL-projection onto a fully factorized distribution reduces to matching the marginals, substituting (13) into (12), we obtain∑
x\xs
q\(t,s)(x)ϕ˜newts (xt, xs) ∝
∑
x\xs
q\(t,s)(x)ϕts(xt, xs)αts ϕ˜ts(xt, xs)1−αts . (14)
We use summation here. But it should be replaced by integral if A is a continuous set. Solving (14) gives the message passing
rule as
mnewts (xs) ∝mts(xs)1−αts
[∑
xt
ϕts(xt, xs)
αtsmst(xt)
1−αts ϕ˜t(xt)
∏
w∈N (t)\s
mwt(xt)
]
. (15)
As for the singleton factor ϕ˜t(xt), we can do the refinement procedure on ϕ˜t(xt) in the same way as we have done on
ϕ˜ts(xt, xs). This gives us the update rule of ϕ˜t(xt) as
ϕ˜newt (xt) ∝ ϕt(xt)αt ϕ˜t(xt)1−αt , (16)
which is the belief from factor ϕt(xt) to variable xt. Here αt is the local assignment of parameter α in α-divergence in refining
factor ϕ˜t(xt). Note, if we initialize ϕ˜t(xt) = ϕt(xt), then it remains the same in all iterations, which makes
mnewts (xs) ∝mts(xs)1−αts
[∑
xt
ϕts(xt, xs)
αtsmst(xt)
1−αtsϕt(xt)
∏
w∈N (t)\s
mwt(xt)
]
. (17)
In our notations, a factor potential is undirected, i.e. ϕts(xt, xs) = ϕst(xs, xt) for all (t, s) ∈ E . When refining factors with
α-BP, each factor potential (corresponding to an edge of G) can be associated with a difference setting of α value. In addition
we also have αts = αst.
B. Remarks on α Belief Propagation
As discussed in Section II, KL(p‖q) is the special case of Dα(p‖q) when α→ 1. When restricting αst = 1 for all (s, t) ∈ E ,
the message-passing rule in (17) becomes
mnewts (xs) ∝
∑
xt
ϕst(xs, xt)ϕt(xt)
∏
w∈N (t)\s
mwt(xt), (18)
which is exactly the messages of standard BP [1]. From this point of view, we can say α-BP is a generalization of BP.
From the practical perspective of view, α-BP as a meta algorithm can be used with other methods in hybrid way. Inspired by
[7] and assembling methods [9], we can modify the graphical model shown in Figure 1 by adding an extra factor potential
pˆs(xs) to each xs. The extra factor potential pˆs(xs) acts as prior information that can be obtained from other methods. In
other words, this factor potential stands for our belief from exterior estimation. Then we can run our α-BP on the modified
graph. The modified graph is shown in Figure 2.
Note although mean field method also uses fully-factorized approximation, it is obtained differently from α-BP and its
factorization differs from that of α-BP. In addition, α-BP is different from standard BP with damping technique. The later case
uses message update rule that differs from (18) slightly by the way of assigning updated message. Also, α-BP differs from the
tree-reweighted belief propagation [26] by the way of message update rule and also how algorithm is derived. Please refer to
the section A in the supplementary for detailed discussion.
IV. CONVERGENCE OF α-BP WITH A BINARY STATE SPACE
In this section we discuss the convergence of α-BP. We consider the case of binary A, i.e. A = {−1, 1}. The factor potentials
are further detailed as
ϕst(xs, xt) = exp {θst(xs, xt)} ,
ϕs(xs) = exp {θs(xs)} . (19)
Further assume the symmetric property of potentials
θts(xt, xs) = −θts(xt,−xs) = −θts(−xt, xs),
θs(xs) = −θs(−xs). (20)
For notation simplicity, we use θts = θts(1, 1) and θs = θs(1). Denote by α the vector of all local assignments of parameter
α, i.e. α = (αts)(t,s)∈E , by θ the vector of all parameters of potentials, i.e. θ = (θts)(t,s)∈E . Define a matrix M(α,θ) of size
|~E| × |~E|, in which its entries are indexed by directed edges (t→ s), as
M(t→s),(u→v) =

|1− αts|, u = t, v = s,
|1− αts| tanh |αtsθts|, u = s, v = t,
tanh |αtsθts|, u ∈ N (t)\s, v = t,
0, otherwise.
(21)
Theorem 1. For an arbitrary pairwise Markov random field over binary variables, if the largest singular value of matrix
M(α,θ) is less than one, α-BP converges to a fixed point. The associated fixed point is unique.
Proof. Let us define zts as the log ratio of belief from node t to node s on two states of A, i.e.
zts = log
mts(1)
mts(−1) . (22)
By combining the local message passing rule in (17) with (22), we obtain a local update function Fts : R|
~E| → R that maps
z = (zts)(t→s)∈E to updated zts, which can be expressed as
Fts(z) = (1− αts)zts + fts(z), (23)
where
fts(z) = log
exp {2αtsθts + ∆ts(z)}+ 1
exp {∆ts(z)}+ exp {2αtsθts} , (24)
with
∆ts(z) = 2θs + (1− αts)zst +
∑
w∈N (u)\t
zwt. (25)
In the following, we use superscript (n) to denotes the n-th iteration. Since fts is continuous on R|
~E| and differentiable, we
have
z
(n+1)
ts − z(n)ts
=(1− αts)(z(n)ts − z(n−1)ts ) + fts(z(n))− fts(z(n−1))
(a)
= (1− αts)(z(n)ts − z(n−1)ts ) +∇fts(zλ)T (z(n) − z(n−1)), (26)
where (a) follows by the mean-value theorem, zλ = λz(n) + (1− λ)z(n−1) for some λ ∈ (0, 1), and ∇fts(zλ) denotes the
gradient of fts evaluated at zλ. In further details, ∇fts is given by
∂fts
∂z
=

(1− αts) ∂fts∂∆ts , z = zst,
∂fts
∂∆ts
, z = zwt, w ∈ N(t)\s.
0, otherwise.
(27)
Our target here is to find the condition to make sequence
(
z
(n+1)
ts − z(n)ts
)
to converge. To this aim we need to bound the
term ∇fts(zλ)T (z(n) − z(n−1)) in (26). For this purpose, we need two auxiliary functions H,G : R2 → R from lemma 4 in
[25], which are cited herein for completeness
H(µ;κ) := log
exp(µ+ κ) + 1
exp(µ) + exp(κ)
,
G(µ;κ) :=
exp(µ+ κ)
exp(µ+ κ) + 1
− exp(µ)
exp(µ) + exp(κ)
=
sinhκ
coshκ+ coshµ
, (28)
where it holds that ∂H(µ;κ)∂µ = G(µ;κ). Further, it holds that |G(µ;κ)| 6 |G(0, κ)| = tanh(|κ|/2). Then we have
fts(z) = H(∆ts(z); 2αtsθts),
∂fts
∂∆ts
= G(∆ts(z); 2αtsθts), (29)
which implies ∣∣∣∣ ∂fts∂∆ts
∣∣∣∣ 6 tanh(αtsθts). (30)
Combining (26), (27), (29) and (30), we have
|z(n+1)ts − z(n)ts |
= |(1− αts)(z(n)ts − z(n−1)ts ) +∇fts(zλ)T (z(n) − z(n−1))|
6 |(1− αts)(z(n)ts − z(n−1)ts )|+ |∇fts(zλ)T (z(n) − z(n−1))|
= |1− αts||z(n)ts − z(n−1)ts |+ |∇fts(zλ)|T |z(n) − z(n−1)|
(a)
6 |1− αts||z(n)ts − z(n−1)ts |
+ |1− αts| tanh(|αtsθts|)|z(n)st − z(n−1)st |
+
∑
w∈N(t)\s
tanh(|αtsθts|)|z(n)wt − z(n−1)wt |, (31)
where step (a) holds by applying (27) and (30).
Concatenating all (t→ s) ∈ ~E for inequality (31) gives
|z(n+1) − z(n)| 6M(α,θ)|z(n) − z(n−1)|, (32)
where M(α,θ) is defined in (21), and 6 in (32) denotes the element-wise inequality. From (32), we could further have
‖z(n+1) − zn‖p 6 ‖M(α,θ)|z(n) − z(n−1)|‖p, (33)
where 1 6 p <∞, and ‖ · ‖p denotes the `p-norm.
When applying p = 2 to (33), we have
‖z(n+1) − z(n)‖2 6 ‖M(α,θ)|z(n) − z(n−1)|‖2
6 λ∗(M)‖z(n) − z(n−1)‖2, (34)
where λ∗(M) denotes the largest singular value of matrix M(α,θ). If the largest singular value of M is less than 1, the
sequence
(|z(n+1) − z(n)|) converges to zero in `2-norm as n→∞. Therefore, for λ∗(M) < 1, `2-norm (z(n)) is a Cauchy
sequence and must converge.
By concatenating local update function (23), we have a global update function F = (Fts)(t→s)∈~E , which defines a mapping
from R|~E| to R|~E|. F is a continuous function of z, we have
F ( lim
n→∞ z
(n)) = lim
n→∞F (z
(n)). (35)
Assume that
(
z(n)
)
converges to z∗. Then
F (z∗)− z∗ = lim
n→∞F (z
(n))− lim
n→∞ z
(n)
= lim
n→∞(z
(n+1) − z(n))
= 0. (36)
Thus z∗ must be a fixed point.
In what follows we show that the fixed point is unique when λ∗(M) < 1. Assume that there are two fixed points z∗0 and z
∗
1
for sequence
{
z(n)
}
. Then we have
F (z∗0) = z
∗
0 ,
F (z∗1) = z
∗
1 . (37)
Applying (34) gives
‖F (z∗0)− F (z∗1)‖2 6 λ∗(M)‖z∗0 − z∗1‖2. (38)
Substituting (37) into (38) gives
‖z∗0 − z∗1‖2 6 λ∗(M)‖z∗0 − z∗1‖2, (39)
which gives us z∗0 = z
∗
1 and completes the uniqueness of the fixed point.
Remark 1. From Theorem 1 we can see that, the sufficient condition for convergence of α-BP is λ∗(M(α,θ)) < 1. It is
interesting to notice that λ∗(M(α,θ)) is a function of α from α-divergence and θ from joint distribution p(x). This means
that whether α-BP can converge depends on the graph G = (V, E) representing the problem p(x) and also the choice of α.
Therefore, proper choice of α can guarantee the convergence of α-BP if the sufficient condition can possibly be achieved for
given θ.
V. ALTERNATIVE CONVERGENCE CONDITIONS FOR α-BP
Given the fact that α-BP would converge if the condition in Theorem 1 is fulfilled, the largest singular value computation for
large-sized graph could be nontrivial. In this section, we give alternative sufficient conditions for the convergence of α-BP.
Corollary 1. α-BP would converge to a fixed point if the condition
max
u→v |1− αuv|+ |1− αvu| tanh (|αvuθvu|) +
∑
w∈N (v)\u
tanh (|αvwθvw|) < 1, (40)
is fulfilled or the condition
max
t→s |1− αts|(1 + tanh(|αtsθts|)) + (|N (t)| − 1) tanh(|αtsθts|) < 1. (41)
is achieved, where |N (t)| denotes the carnality of the set N (t). The associated fixed point is unique.
Proof. Setting p = 1 to (33), we have
‖z(n+1) − zn‖1 6 ‖M(α,θ)|z(n) − z(n−1)|‖1. (42)
Furthermore, from (33), we also have
‖z(n+1) − zn‖∞ 6 ‖M(α,θ)|z(n) − z(n−1)|‖∞, (43)
where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the `∞-norm. Then we have
‖z(n+1) − zn‖1 6 ‖M‖1‖z(n) − z(n−1)‖1,
‖z(n+1) − zn‖∞ 6 ‖M‖∞‖z(n) − z(n−1)‖∞, (44)
where we omit the parameters of M here for simplicity. We can expand the first multiplicand on the right hand side of (44) as
follows
‖M‖1 =max
u→v
∑
t→s
M(t→s),(u→v)
=max
u→v |1− αuv|+ |1− αvu| tanh |αvuθvu|+
∑
wN (v)\u
tanh |αvwθvw|,
‖M‖∞ =max
t→s
∑
u→v
M(t→s),(u→v)
=max
t→s |1− αts|(1 + tanh |αtsθts|) + (|N (t)| − 1) tanh |αtsθts|. (45)
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Fig. 3. Numerical results on convergence, number of nodes N = 16: (a) the largest singular value of M defined in (21) versus variance of potential parameter
θ. (b) Parameter setting: γ = 0.4, α = 1 (equivalent to standard BP), σ = 0.5. and (c) Parameter setting: γ = 0.2, α = 0.5, σ = 0.1. For (b) and (c),
normalized error ‖m(n) −m∗‖2/‖m∗‖2 versus the number of iterations, blue region denotes the range from minimum to maximum of the normalized error
of 100 graph realizations, whereas the curve stands for mean error of the 100 realized graphs.
When condition ‖M‖1 < 1 is met, sequence
(|z(n+1) − zn|) approaches to zero as n→∞. Similarly, condition ‖M‖∞ < 1
can also guarantee the convergence to zero of sequence
(|z(n+1) − zn|). The analysis for uniqueness of converged fixed point
is similar to that in proof of Theorem 1.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we firstly give the simulations for convergence condition of α-BP explained in Theorem 1. Then the application
of α-BP to a MIMO detection problem is demonstrated. Code is available at https://github.com/FirstHandScientist/AlphaBP.
A. Simulations on Synthetic Problem
In this section simulations on random graphs are carried out to gain some insights on the α-BP. The random graphs used
here are generated by Erdos-Re´nyi (ER) model [4]. In generating a graph by ER model, an edge between any two nodes is
generated with probability γ, γ ∈ (0, 1).
Note that the MRF joint probability in (5) can be reformulated into
p(x) ∝ exp{−xTJx− bTx},x ∈ AN , (46)
with ϕts(xt, xs) = e−2Jt,sxtxs and ϕs(xs) = e−Js,s−bsxs . J here is the weighted adjacency matrix. In our experiments, we
generate a random graph G = (V, E) with γ by ER model and then associate potential factors to the graph. Specifically, factor
ϕs(xs) is associated to node xs, s ∈ V , and ϕts to edge (t, s) ∈ E . Jts is zero if these is no edge (t, s).
For this set of experiments, we set A = {−1, 1} and N = 16. To specify (46), the non-zero entries of J is sampled from
a Gaussian distribution N(0, σ2), i.e. Jts ∼ N(0, σ2) if Jts 6= 0. For entries of b, we use bt ∈ N(0, (σ/4)2). For each edge
(t, s) ∈ E , we set αts = α, i.e. the edges share a global value α.
In Figure 3(a), we show how the largest singular value of M(α,θ) as defined in (21) changes when the standard deviation σ
of potential factors increases. The behavior is illustrated with different values of α and the edge probability γ. For each curve,
a point on the curve is the mean of 100 realizations of random graphs as described above. The curves of Figure 3(a) show in
general that a larger standard deviation of potential factors of graph edges makes it more difficult to fulfill the convergence
condition in Theorem 1. This is also the case when a graph is denser as we raise the edge probability γ in generating random
graphs, by comparing the green and orange curves. The comparison between green and blue curves indicates that choice of α
value in α-BP also makes a difference, and its effect depends on the graph itself. How to tune α value to fulfill condition of
Theorem 1 depends not only how dense (γ) the graph is, but also how potential factors spread out from each other.
To illustrate our developed convergence condition for α-BP, we also observe how messages in a graph changes along belief
propagation iterations. To be specific, we run our α-BP with 200 iterations on a graph, after which the messages in the graph
are denoted by m∗. m∗ can be the converged messages if α-BP has converged within the 200 iterations. Then we measure
the quantity ‖m(n) −m∗‖2/‖m∗‖2 during the iterations. In Figure 3(b), we generate 100 random graphs by ER model with
parameter setting as γ = 0.4, α = 11, σ = 0.5. By referring to the curves in Figure 3(a), it can be inferred that this setting
does not fulfill the condition in Theorem 1. The log error changes versus iteration number n for the 100 graphs are shown in
Figure 3(b), in which the blue region indicates the range and the solid curve indicates the mean of the normalized errors. It is
clear that Figure 3(b) does not show any sign of convergence within 200 iterations.
1α = 1 in α-BP corresponding to standard BP.
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Fig. 4. Numerical results of α-BP: symbol error of MIMO detection.
We then carry out a set of experiments in Figure 3(c) similar to our experiments in Figure 3(b). The only difference lies
in the graph generating process. Here we set the parameters to be γ = 0.2, α = 0.5, σ = 0.1. According to our curves in
Figure 3(a), a graph generated with this parameter setting should fulfill the condition in Theorem 1. Due to randomness of both
graph generating by ER and potential factors, we regenerate a graph if the initial generated graph does not satisfy λ∗(M) < 1.
Therefore the 100 graphs used in experiments for Figure 3(c) all fulfill the Theorem 1. The result in Figure 3(c) is consistent
with our analysis on the convergence of α-BP.
B. Application to MIMO Detection
In this section, we show the application of α-BP to a MIMO detection problem. For a MIMO system, the observation y is a
linear function of channel H ∈ RN×N when unknown signal x need to be estimated,
y = Hx+ e,x ∈ AN , (47)
where e is noise modeled as Gaussian noise e ∼ N (0, σ2wI). Here I is unitary matrix. In this case, the posterior of x can be
written as:
p(x|y) ∝ e−
1
2σ2w
‖Hx−y‖22
= e
− 1
2σ2w
[xTHTHx−2yTHx+yT y]
. (48)
Denote S = HTH , hi as the i-th column of H , and
ϕi(xi) = e
−Si,ix
2
i
2σ2w
+
〈hi,y〉xi
σ2w , ϕij(xi, xj) = e
− xiSi,jxj
σ2w . (49)
Then (48) is a realization of (5). We set A = {−1, 1}, N = 8, and H ∈ R8×8 sampled from Gaussian.
We test the application of α-BP to the MIMO signal detection numerically. We run the α-BP, without the prior trick
(Subsection III-B) in Figure 4(a) and with the prior in Figure 4(b) (legend “α-BP+MMSE”) as estimation of minimum mean
square error (MMSE). The reference results of MMSE and maximum a posterior (MAP, exhausted search) are also reported
under the same conditions. MMSE estimator depends on Gaussian posterior N(µˆ, Σˆ), where µˆ = (HTH + σ2wI)
−1HTy and
Σˆ = (HTH + σ2wI)
−1σw. Detection of MMSE carried out by argminxi∈A |xi − µˆi|.
Figure 4(a) shows that BP even underperforms MMSE but α-BP can outperform MMSE by assigning smaller value of α. Note
that MMSE requires the matrix inverse computation whose complexity is proportional to N3, while the complexity of α-BP
increases linearly with N . Therefore α-BP is superior to MMSE both performance-wise and complexity-wise. However, there is
still a big gap between α-BP (even for α = 0.5) and MAP. This gap can be decreased further by using the prior trick discussed
in Subsection III-B. Figure 4(b) exemplifies this effects by using prior belief from MMSE, pˆi(xi) ∝ exp{−(xi− µˆi)2/(2Σˆi,i)},
by modifying the graph as shown in Figure 2, which comes with legend ”α-BP+MMSE”. It is shown that larger performance
gain is observed when α-BP runs with prior belief.
Additional, we also carry out the experiments where the proposed α-BP is compared with mean field (legend ’MF’), BP
with damping technique [24] (with legend ’Damped-BP’), and Tree-reweighted belief propagation [26] (with legend ’TBP’) in
Figure 4(c). As expected, mean field method performs no better than BP. Damping technique improves BP’s performance with
a noticeable difference but still falls behind MMSE. The performance of tree-reweighted BP reaches that of MMSE in low
ratio range of signal-to-noise variance but degenerates a lot in the high ratio range. The old message and potential factors are
reweighted by the edge appearance probability in TBP to compute new messages. In TBP, the edge appearance probability is
the probability that the edge exists in a randomly chosen spanning tree from all possible spanning trees of graph G, which is
usually expensive to compute.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed and analyzed a new alternative to standard BP message passing algorithm. The developed
α-BP algorithm has the clear intuition of minimization of a localized α-divergence. Convergence conditions of α-BP are offered
in binary state space of each random variable. α-BP is a valid and practical algorithm accoinding to our experiments. With
prior trick, the performance of α-BP can be further improved. Future works would be to investigate more general conditions
for convergence of α-BP.
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APPENDIX
A. Mean Field
Although mean field method is developed also based on the assumption of fully factorized approximattion, it is derived
from a different way against α-BP. As explained in [32], the mean field method can be obtained from minimizing a Gibbs free
energy
FMF (qMF (x)) =
∑
x
qMF (x) log
qMF (x)
p˜(x)
, (50)
with qMF (x) defined as
qMF (x) =
∏
s∈V
qs(xs). (51)
Then (50) can be rewritten as
FMF (qMF (x)) =
∑
s∈V
∑
xs
qs(xs) ln qs(xs)
−
∑
s∈V
∑
xs
qs(xs) lnϕs(xs)
−
∑
(s,t)∈E
∑
xs
qs(xs)qt(xt) lnϕst(xs, xt). (52)
The mean field method can be obtained from solving minqs(xs) FMF (qMF (x)) for all {qs(xs)} alternatively.
B. BP
As is known, standard belief propagation has the intuition as the minimization of Bethe free energy [30]. In Bethe approximation,
pairwise-node joint approximation {qst(xs, xt)} is considered apart from the single-node approximation {qs(xs)}. The Bethe
approximation takes the form of
qB(x) =
∏
(s,t)∈E qst(xs, xt)∏
s∈V qs(xs)Ns−1
, (53)
where Ns is the number of neighbors of node s in the factor graph. In this case the variational free energy named Bethe free
energy is
FB(qB(x)) =
∑
(s,t)∈E
∑
xs,xt
qst(xs, xt) ln
qst(xs, xt)
ϕst(xs, xt)
+
∑
s∈V
∑
xs
qs(xs) ln
qs(xs)
ϕs(xs)
−
∑
s∈V
Ns
∑
xs
qs(xs) ln qs(xs). (54)
The minimization of FB , with marginalization constraints
∑
xs
qst(xs, xt) = qt(xt), ∀ (s, t) ∈ E , recovers the message
update rule of standard BP as in (18) in our paper, i.e.
mnewts (xs) ∝
∑
xt
ϕst(xs, xt)ϕt(xt)
∏
w∈N (t)\s
mwt(xt). (55)
As can be seen by comparing (17) in our paper with (55) here, the message passing rule of standard BP can be recovered
from that of α-BP by setting all edges’ α value to be 1.
The damping technique is to update the message by a soft combination instead of directly applying the update message to be
the new message. The damping technique is usually applied to standard BP in order to help the convergence. To clearly state
the difference between message update rule of BP with damping (damped BP) and that of α-BP, we give the message update
of damped BP
mnewts (xs) ∝ mts(xs)γ
[∑
xt
ϕst(xs, xt)ϕt(xt)
∏
w∈N (t)\s
mwt(xt)
]1−γ
(56)
that does soft update in product way, where 0 < γ < 1.
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(a) More comparison with damped BP
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Fig. 5. Some more experimental results
C. Tree-reweighted BP
The tree-reweighted BP shares some similarity with α-BP in formula of the message-passing rule, namely the pairwise
log-potential functions are scaled by a weight and reweighted old messages appear in computation of new messages. But
different from α-BP, tree-reweighted BP is derived by obtaining an upper bound of log-partition function of p(x) first via a
Jensen’s inequality and minimize the upper bound [26], [27]. The upper bound is
FT =
∑
s∈V
∑
xs
qs(xs) ln
qs(xs)
ϕs(xs)
+
∑
(s,t)∈E
µst
∑
xs,xt
qst(xs, xt) ln
qst(xs, xt)
qs(xs)qt(xt)
−
∑
(s,t)∈E
∑
xs,xt
qst(xs, xt) lnϕst(xt, xt), (57)
where 0 6 µst 6 1 is defined as the appearance probability of edge (s, t) ∈ E , which denotes the appearance rate of edge (s, t)
among all spanning trees of graph G. Denotes set of all spanning trees of G by T (G). µst is the probability that edge (s, t)
exists in a randomly selected spanning tree from T (G). The appearance rate can be expensive to compute as it is defined on all
spanning trees of a graph.
The upper bound FT can be reduced into FB when µst = 1, ∀ (s, t) ∈ E . The message-passing updates of the tree-reweighted
algorithm corresponds to the minimization of FT with marginalization constraints, which can be written as
mnewts (xs) ∝∑
xt
ϕst(xs, xt)
1/µstϕt(xt)
∏
w∈N (t)\smwt(xt)
µwt
mst(xt)1−µst
. (58)
In the message update rule, both pairwise potential factor and old messages are reweighted, which are different from the way
of how pairwise potential factor and old message are reweighted in message update in (17) of α-BP in our paper. Nevertheless,
α-BP is derived in the way that is different from tree-reweighted BP.
More controlled experiments are carried out as shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a), comparison with damped BP with γ setting
as 0.5 and 0.7 is made. It can be seen that performance of damped BP is better than BP slightly. In Figure 5(b), we shows the
results of annealing α value of α-BP as messages are updated. Two alternatives are carried out with α changing from 1 to 0.5
(with legend 1→ 0.5) and from 0.5→ 1 (with legend 0.5→ 1) in a gradual way as messages are iterated. The comparison
shows that the values of α make a larger difference at ending iterations than that at beginning iterations.
